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RICCI-POSITIVE METRICS ON CONNECTED SUMS OF PRODUCTS WITH
ARBITRARILY MANY SPHERES
BRADLEY LEWIS BURDICK
Abstract. In this paper we construct Ricci-positive metrics on the connected sum of products
of arbitrarily many spheres provided the dimensions of all but one sphere in each summand are
at least 3. There are two new technical theorems required to extend previous results on sums of
products of two spheres. The first theorem is a gluing construction for Ricci-positive manifolds with
corners generalizing a gluing construction of Perelman for Ricci-positive manifolds with boundaries.
Our construction gives a sufficient condition for gluing together two Ricci-positive manifolds with
corners along isometric faces so that the resulting smooth manifold with boundary will be Ricci-
positive and have convex boundary. The second theorem claims, under certain conditions, that
Ricci-positive isotopy implies concordance; this allows us to deform Ricci-positive manifolds near
their boundary while preserving Ricci-positivity and boundary convexity.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Motivation and Main Results. Given a collection of closed, Ricci-positive Riemannian
manifolds pMni , giq, one would like to know when it possible to construct a Ricci-positive metric on
the connected sum #ki“1 M
n
i . For positive scalar curvature, the work of [10] shows it is possible to
preserve scalar-positivity under metrically local surgery (in codimension 3 or more). In particular,
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this construction allows for scalar-positive connected sums in dimension 3 or more. But that this
construction is metrically local has the stronger implication that it is possible to preserve scalar-
positivity after deleting two disjoint disks from Mn and identifying the boundaries. For connected
Mn this construction results in Mn #pS1ˆSn´1q. We conclude that Ricci-positive connected sums
cannot be metrically local lest Mn #pS1ˆSn´1q admit a Ricci-positive metric contradicting Myers’
Theorem.
Whether or not Ricci-positive metrics exist on a connected sum necessarily relies on the global
geometry of each of the summands. Previously in [4, Theorem B], we gave sufficient conditions
on the pMni , giq to ensure the existence of Ricci-positive connected sums using the work of [14].
If the gi have positive Ricci curvature and there must be an embedding D
n ãÑ Mni such that the
boundary of Mni zDn be round and have positive principal curvatures with respect to gi. For an
example to see why this is a global condition, note that pSn, ds2nq admits such an embedding, yet
for any Ricci-positive metric on Sn there cannot exist more than one such embedding.1
The basic examples of closed Ricci-positive manifolds are the homogeneous spaces, which includes
spheres and projective spaces, and their products. In this paper we seek to answer the very narrow
question: which connected sums of products of spheres and projective spaces2 admit Ricci-positive
metrics? Other than the restriction on fundamental group, there is no known obstruction to the
existence of Ricci-positive metrics on connected sums of this type. There have been a number
results towards answering this question; Ricci-positive metrics have been constructed on: Pn#Pn
in [5, 7], #kpCP2ˆS3q in [16], #kpSnˆSmq with n,m ě 2 in [17], #kΣn with Σn P bP4n3 in [20],
#k CP
2 in [14, 13], #ki“1 pSni ˆSmiq with ni,mi ě 3 in [21], #kPn in [4], and #kpPn ˆ Smq with
m ě 3 in [4].
While we still do not have a complete answer to this question, the techniques of this paper are
successful in proving the following. For any sequence di taking values on i P I, let dI denote the
sum of the di and let S
di denote the product of Sdi over all i P I.
Theorem A. For a fixed n, let d and di be any number and any sequence such that d ě 2, di ě 3,
and d ` dI “ n. If Xn is any space constructed as the connected sum of the the spaces SdˆSdi,
CPd{2ˆSdi, HPd{4ˆSdi, or4 OP2ˆSdi, then Xn admits a Ricci-positive metric.
Moreover Xn # RPn and Xn # Ln admit Ricci-positive metrics, where Ln is any lens space.
We emphasize that it is possible to allow the d and the di to vary from summand to summand
in the above construction. As far as the author knows, this is the first example of Ricci-positive
metrics on connected sums of products of arbitrarily many spaces. Theorem A shows that it is
possible for n ą 4. While Theorem A goes a long way to answering our main question, it leaves
three large open questions about Ricci-positive connected sums:
(1) Is it possible to include more than one factor of S2 in each summand?
(2) Is it possible to include projective spaces as more than one factor in each summand?
(3) Is it possible to include a single summand of the form RPdˆSdi?
1By Theorem 1.1 below, we could remove these disks, smoothly identify the boundaries, and find a Ricci-positive
metric on the resulting space: S1ˆ Sn´1, which again contradicts Myers’ Theorem.
2Where the orientation is taken to be the same on all projective spaces.
3The group of all exotic spheres that bound parallelizable 4n-manifolds; see [12].
4For the octonionic projective plane see [11, Example 4.47] for a definition, and see [11, Corollary 4L.10] for an
explanation why there are no higher octonionic projective spaces. Whenever OP2 is involved, we will assume the
dimension is d “ 16.
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The proof Theorem A uses the reduction of [4, Corollary 4.5]: that it is sufficient to construct a
Ricci-positive metric on
`
SdˆSdi˘ zDn and `Pd{k ˆ Sdi˘ zDn with round and convex boundaries.
The following theorem claims that it is possible to construct such metrics iteratively.
Theorem B. For m ě 3, if Nn zDn admits a Ricci-positive metric with round, convex boundary,
then pNnˆSmqzDn`m also admits a Ricci-positive metric with round, convex boundary.
By applying Theorem B, iteratively to Md`m “ NdˆSm we conclude that `NdˆSdi˘ zDn admits
Ricci-positive metrics with round and convex boundary so long as di ě 3. The hypotheses on Nn
for the base case is rather restrictive. The round metric on Sn zDn satisfies the hypotheses, in
[14, 13] such a metric is constructed for N4 “ CP2, and in [4, Theorem C] we constructed such
metrics in general for projective spaces.5 The only examples of these metrics that the author is
aware of are these along with the new examples produced in Theorem B.
We should note that Theorem B provides an affirmative answer to our previous question [4,
Question 4.8], that there does exist odd-dimensional manifolds Mn for which Mn zDn admits a
Ricci-positive metric with round, convex boundary. Previously, in [4], we only had an application
of [4, Corollary 4.5] when d was even, in which case their are no quotients of Sd other than RPd.
In every odd dimension greater than 3,6 Theorem B provides examples of nontrivial manifolds for
which [4, Corollary 4.5] may be applied.
An immediate consequence of iterating Theorem B and applying [4, Corollary 4.5] is the following
more general statement, which by [4, Theorem C] implies Theorem A.
Theorem A1. Suppose that Ndll zDdl admits a Ricci-positive metric so that the boundary is round
and convex. Suppose we are given any sequence of finite sets Il, and sequence of sequences d
l
i with
i P Il, such that dli ě 3 and dlIl`dl “ n. Let G be any finite subgroup of Op2q‘Opn´1q ď Opn`1q
for which the standard action of Opn ` 1q on Sn is free when restricted to G. There exists is a
Ricci-positive on the following space.
pSn {Gq#
˜
k
#
l“1
´
Ndll ˆSd
l
i
¯¸
.
In particular,7 one can take Sn {G to be Sn, RPn, or any n-dimensional lens space.
The construction of the particular metric on pNnˆSmqzDn`m in Theorem B represents the main
technical construction of this paper, and takes up the entirety of Sections 2 and 3. We will outline
in detail the approach taken to construct these metrics in Section 1.3, but let us briefly motivate
the two new technical results needed for the proof: Theorems C and D.
The first difficulty with constructing such metrics is that, to use the hypothesized metric on
Nn zDn to construct metrics on pNnˆSmqzDn`m, one must consider decompositions of the follow-
ing kind
(1) pNnˆSmqzDn`m “ pNn zDnq ˆ SmYSn´1ˆDm DnˆDm,
5Excluding RPn. By [4, Corollary 4.10], no such metric exists on RPn.
6By [8, Theorem 2.11(b)], if M3 zD3 admits a Ricci-nonnegative metric with convex boundary, then M3 – D3.
Thus d “ 5 is the lowest odd-dimension possible, in which case Theorem B produces such metrics on pS2ˆS3qzD5,
and consequently by [4, Corollary 4.5] Ricci-positive metrics on Lpm; `1, `2, `3q#p#k S2ˆ S3q for all m, `i coprime to
m, and k.
7One can consult the list of known spherical space forms Sn {G, and check whether G can be realized as such a
subgroup.
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where DnˆDm is a manifold with corners. While (1) is not the decomposition we use in this paper,
it motivates the question: when can one glue together two Ricci-positive Riemannian manifolds
with corners so that the resulting smooth manifold with boundary has positive Ricci curvature
and convex boundary? In [14], Perelman showed that one can glue together two Ricci-positive
Riemannian manifolds along isometric boundaries provided the difference in principle curvatures
along boundary is positive (see Theorem 1.1 below). In addition to this hypothesis, for manifolds
with corners we must also assume that the angles made at the corner are not too large.
Theorem C. Let pXni , giq be two Ricci-positive Riemannian manifolds with corners, suppose that
BXni “ Yn´1i YZn´2 rYn´1i and that there is an orientation preserving isometry f : Yn´11 Ñ Yn´12 .
Suppose that the difference in corresponding principle curvatures between the Yn´1i is everywhere
positive, that the dihedral angle made by rYn´11 and rYn´12 along Zn´2 is everywhere less than pi,
and that principal curvatures of the rYn´1i are everywhere positive, then there exists a Ricci-positive
metric g on the smooth manifold X “ Xn1 Yf Xn2 with smooth boundary Y “ rYn1 Yf rYn2 with positive
principal curvatures.
We should note that a similar statement to Theorem C for scalar and mean curvatures is proven
by Gromov in [9, Section 11.3]. See Section 2 for the definition of manifolds with corners.
While we will show in Section 3.3 that Theorem C can be used to construct Ricci-positive metrics
on pNnˆSmqzDn`m with convex boundaries, it does nothing to ensure that the boundary be round.
Thus the remaining difficulty in proving Theorem B is to analyze the resulting boundary metric
and to show that we may deform the metric near the boundary to be round while preserving Ricci-
positivity and boundary convexity. In our particular situation, we will have constructed the metric
on pNnˆSmqzDn`m out of warped product metrics, so we state the following theorem which gives
a sufficient condition for deforming boundaries with warped product metrics.
Theorem D. Suppose that pMn`m, gq is Ricci-positive Riemannian manifold with convex boundary
isometric to pSn`m´1, g0q. If gi “ dx2 ` f2i pxqds2n´1 ` h2i pxqds2m´1 with x P r0, 2pis for i “ 0, 1, are
such that the metric
gλ “ dx2 ` pp1´ λqh0pxq ` λh1pxqq2ds2n´1 ` pp1´ λqf0pxq ` λf1pxqq2ds2m´1
is Ricci-nonnegative for all λ P r0, 1s, then there is a Ricci-positive metric on Mn`m with convex
boundary isometric to pSn`m´1, g1q.
We note that the hypothesis that gλ be Ricci-positive is nontrivial, as we do not even know if the
space of Ricci-positive doubly warped product metrics is path connected.
While the examples of Ricci-positive metrics are still relatively sparse, it is believed that the
space of all Ricci-positive metrics on a fixed smooth manifold is topologically rich provided it is
non-empty. For instance, in [2], it was shown that the rational cohomology of the space of Ricci-
positive metrics is nontrivial for any space M2k “ rM2k#p#gpSkˆSkqq where rM2k is spin, g is
sufficiently large, k ” 0, 1, 2 mod 8 and sufficiently large, and provided that there exists a single
Ricci-positive metric on M2k. Thus Theorem A1 gives infinitely many new examples of such spaces,
in particular one can take rM2k as any connected sum of products of CPn (n must be odd in order
to be spin), HPn, OP2, or Sn with arbitrarily many spheres. Take also for example [6], which
claims that for any spin manifold of dimension 6 or more the space of Ricci-positive metrics has
infinitely many nontrivial homotopy groups provided it is nonempty. Again, taking connected sums
of appropriate products (avoiding CP2k), Theorem A1 provides infinitely many new examples.
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1.2. Summary of Previous Work. The basis for all of the constructions in [4] and in this
paper, is the following fundamental observation of Perelman. That one can construct Ricci-positive
metrics on closed manifolds by gluing together Ricci-positive metrics on manifolds with boundaries,
provided the metrics are compatible near their boundary.
Theorem 1.1. [14, Section 4]8 For n ě 3, let pMni , giq be two Ricci-positive Riemannian manifolds
with an orientation preserving isometry of their boundaries f : Nn´11 Ñ Nn´12 . Suppose that the
difference in corresponding principle curvatures between the Ni is everywhere positive, then there is
a Ricci-positive metric g on Mn1 YN Mn2 which agrees with the gi away from Nn´1.
Theorem 1.1 has been studied by several authors [18, 3, 1]. For detailed discussions and proofs
see [19, Appendix 2.3], [3, Theorem 2], or [1, Appendix 5] for proofs. In particular, the account
given in [3] allows for a generalization of Theorem 1.1 for continuous compact families of metrics
([3, Theorem 3]), which we will need in our proof of Theorem B.
We have already mentioned that [4, Corollary 4.5] reduces the proof of Theorem A to proving
Theorem B. While we do not need to understand the proof of [4, Corollary 4.5] in general, we
must understand the proof of [4, Theorem B] (the case of trivial G). Clearly Theorem 1.1 above
reduces the proof of [4, Theorem B] to the construction of a certain metric on Sm z pŮk Dmq. Such
a metric gdockingpρq is constructed in [4, Proposition 1.3]9 for all k and all ρ ą 0, where the metric
gdockingpρq has round boundaries of radius 1 and principal curvatures all identically ´ρ. After
scaling the pNmi zDm, giq to have boundary with radius 1, taking ρ sufficiently small allows us to
apply Theorem 1.1 to construct a Ricci-positive metric on #i N
m
i .
While we do not need to understand the details of the construction of gdockingpρq we will at least
need a qualitative description of the metric. The metric gdockingpρq is made up out of a metric
gambientpρq on Sm z pŮk Dmq that is modified on a collar neighborhood of the boundary using a
metric gneckpρq on r0, ks ˆ Sm´1 and Theorem 1.1 (we will give a precise construction of gdockingpρq
in Section 3.3 below). The construction of these metrics is entirely due to Perelman and occupies
the bulk of [14]. The construction of gneckpρq takes up the second half of [14, Section 2] and the
construction of gambientpρq takes up the entirety of [14, Section 3]. Proposition 1.2 describes these
metrics in the least amount of detail that we will need for our proof of Theorem B; we refer the
reader to [14] for details.
Proposition 1.2. [14, Assertion and Section 3]10 For m ě 3 and any 0 ă ρ ă r both sufficiently
small there exists an R0 ą 0, a function R : r0, pi{2s Ñ r0, R0s, k ą 0, and functions A : r0, ks ˆ
r0, pis Ñ R and B : r0, ks Ñ R such that the following holds.
(1) the metric gambientpρq “ cot rpdt2` cos2ptqdx2`R2ptqds2m´1q on Sm`1 with t P r0, pi{2s and
x P r0, 2pis:
8Theorem 1.1, as stated here, is not explicitly claimed in [14]. This claim roughly reflects the second paragraph
of Section 4 in [14].
9In this paper’s notation we emphasize the dependence of this metric on a small parameter ρ. We also choose to
scale the metric of [4, Proposition 1.3] by p1{ρq2 so that the radii of the boundary are 1 rather than ρ
10The construction of gneckpρq in [14], is the one aspect of our construction that cannot be reduced to dimension
m “ 2. This is why we cannot assert Theorem A1 with di “ 2.
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(a) is positively curved,
(b) the geodesic balls of radius r centered along the subspace t “ 0 for the metric are
isometric to A1p´bqdb2 `B21 cos2p´bq for b P r´pi, 0s,
(c) the principal curvatures of boundary of such a geodesic ball are all less than 1,
(d) the sectional curvatures of the boundary of such a geodesic ball are all greater than 1.
(2) the metric gneck “ da2 `A2pa,´bqdb2 `B2paq cos2p´bqds2m´1 on r0, ks ˆ Sm with a P r0, ks
and b P r´pi, 0s;
(a) has positive Ricci curvature,
(b) at a “ k has Apa,´bq “ A1p´bq and Bpkq “ B1,
(c) at a “ 0 has Ap0,´bq “ Bp0q “ ρ{λ,
(d) the principal curvatures at a “ k are all greater than 1,
(e) the principal curvatures at a “ 0 are all ´λ,
(f) the function Bpaq is increasing and concave down.
Our original motivation for stating Theorem B is an straightforward topological observation
motivated by [17] that allowed us to prove [4, Proposition 5.5]: under the same hypotheses as
Theorem B on Nn there exists a Ricci-positive metric on #kpNnˆSmq for m ě 3. We will use
this topological observation in the case k “ 1 to construct a particular Ricci-positive metric on
pNnˆSmqzDn`m.
Take two disjoint points p, q P Sm`1, let ιp, ιq : Sn´1ˆDm`1 ãÑ Sn´1ˆSm`1 be the inclusion of
a normal neighborhood of the first factor at p and q respectively. The first topological observation
is that performing surgery on one of the factor spheres in Sn´1ˆSm`1 produces the spehere Sn`m .
(2)
“pSn´1ˆSm`1qzιppSn´1ˆDm`1q‰Yιp pDnˆSmq – Sn`m .
Note that ιq factors through this surgery to produce an embedding ιq : S
n´1ˆDm`1 ãÑ Sn`m, which
is necessarily nullhomotopic. It is then an elementary fact that performing surgery on nullhomotopic
embeddings is the same as taking a connected sum (see [4, Lemma 5.4] for an illustration of this
fact). For Sn`m we have the following.
(3)
“
Sn`m zιqpSn´1ˆDm`1q
‰Yιq rpNn zDnq ˆ Sms – NnˆSm .
From these two observations it is essentially obvious how to construct the Ricci-positive metric
on NnˆSm used in the proof of [4, Proposition 5.5]. One can use gdockingpρq in the case k “ 2,
take the product with a round metric and then use Theorem 1.1 to attach DnˆSm as well as
pNn zDnq ˆ Sm. Inspecting (2) and (3), we see that this is a particular Ricci-positive metric on
NnˆSm. We should emphasize that this conclusion on its own is trivial (the hypotheses of Theorem
B can easily be seen to imply the existence of a Ricci-positive metric on Nn). Instead, it is the
nature of this metric having its nontrivial topology occur locally that allows us to prove Theorem
B.
1.3. Outline of the Proof of Theorem B. In this section we outline for the proof of Theorem
B. Instead of (1) we will use (3) as our model for pNnˆSmqzDn`m in the following way. Note
by hypothesis we have a Ricci-positive metric g on Nn zDn with round and convex boundary, thus
by taking the warped product metric g ` f2pxqds2m on pNn zDnq ˆ Sm with appropriately chosen
f : pNn zDnq Ñ R` and renormalizing we can find a Ricci-positive metric gpiece on pNn zDnq ˆ Sm
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with convex boundary isometric to R2ds2n´1 ` ds2m for some R ą 0.11 By (3) we will have proven
Theorem B if we can find a particular Ricci-positive metric on Dn`m zpSn´1ˆDm`1q that can be
glued to gpiece using Theorem 1.1.
Proposition 1.3. Let n ě 2, m ě 3, and R ą 0. For all ρ ą 0 sufficiently small there is a
Ricci-positive metric gtransitionpρq on Dn`m zpSn´1ˆDm`1q so that the boundary Sn`m´1 is round
and convex and that the boundary Sn´1ˆSm has principal curvatures all greater than ´ρ and is
isometric to R2ds2n´1 ˆ ds2m.
Once we have constructed gtransitionpρq, we can easily prove Theorem B.
Proof of Theorem B. Taking the metric gpiece on pNn zDnqˆSm with convex boundary isometric to
R2ds2n´1 ` ds2m. Let ν ą 0 be the infimum of all the principal curvatures along the boundary with
respect to gpiece. By Proposition 1.3, we can find a ρ ă ν such that gtransitionpρq can be glued to
gpiece along the boundary S
n´1ˆDm`1 using Theorem 1.1, which by (3) produces a Ricci-positive
metric on pNnˆSmqzDn`m with round and convex boundary. 
While it is straightforward to construct a metric on Sn`m zpSn´1ˆDm`1q that satisfies the
boundary conditions of Proposition 1.3 (a doubly warped product metric suffices), it is not clear
how to construct such a metric that admits an embedding Dn`m ãÑ Sn`m with convex boundary
that contains Sn´1ˆDm`1 on its interior (no such disk exists for the doubly warped product
metrics).
The proof of [4, Proposition 5.5] outlined at the end of the previous section is supposed to suggest
one possible approach to the construction of gtransitionpρq: using (2) and Theorem 1.1, for each ρ ą 0
there is a Ricci-positive metric gspherepρq on Sn`m, which after deleting an embedded Sn´1ˆDm`1
satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 1.3. The first step to proving Proposition 1.3 is to study the
boundary of embeddings of Dn`m in Sn`m with respect to gspherepρq.
Lemma 1.4. For all ρ ą 0, there is a Ricci-positive metric gdiskpρq on Dn`m zpSn´1ˆDm`1q so
that the boundary Sn`m´1 has nonnegative principal curvatures and the boundary Sn´1ˆSm has
metric R2ds2n´1 ` ds2m and principal curvatures at least ´ρ.
Describing such an embedding relies extensively on the work of [14] and necessitates the applica-
tion of Theorem C and its Corollary A.4. The description of this embedding takes up the entirety
of Section 3. Once we have nonnegative definite boundary, by Corollary 4.2 below we can alter this
metric slightly so that the boundary is actually convex.
Sadly the metric gdiskpρq restricted to the boundary Sn`m´1 is not round, so it remains to see
that Theorem D can be applied to correct this defect.
Lemma 1.5. For ρ ą 0 sufficiently small, the metric gdiskpρq of Lemma 1.4 restricted to the
boundary Sn`m´1 is a Ricci-positive doubly warped product metric g0. Moreover there are Ricci-
positive doubly warped product metrics g1 and g2, where g2 is a round metric, such that Theorem
D can be applied twice to deform the boundary from g0 to g1, and then from g1 to g2.
The description of the boundary metric g0 and the proof of Lemma 1.5 takes up the entirety of
Section 4.
11It is also possible to find such a metric for nontrivial fiber bundles, we will reserve this observation and its
corollaries for a future paper.
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Dn`m
DnˆDm
Sn´1ˆr0, ks ˆDm
Sn´1ˆBm`1`
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
Figure 1. The decomposition of Dn`m as in (5).
Once we prove Lemmas 1.4 and 1.5, we will have proven Proposition 1.3 and consequently
Theorem B follows.
Proof of Proposition 1.3. By Lemma 1.5 we may apply Theorem D twice to the metric gdiskpρq of
Lemma 1.4, to construct the metric gtransitionpρq. 
It may seem that we have completely removed the need for manifolds with corners from our proof
of Theorem B. But implicit to Lemma 1.4 is the fact that Dn`m intersects with the various manifolds
with boundaries used to construct gspherepρq, and generically the intersection of codimension 0
manifolds with boundary produces manifolds with codimension 2 corners. We will think of these
intersections as a decomposition of Dn`m as a union of manifolds with corners (see figure 1). While
we could reasonably attempt to describe the embedding ι : Dn`m ãÑ Sn`m after constructing
gspherepρq and verify directly it satisfies the claims of Lemmas 1.4 and 1.5, it is most natural to
describe embeddings of these manifolds with corners into the respective manifolds with boundaries
and then to apply Theorem C, which is an interesting result in its own right.
To begin, let us recall the decomposition of Sn`m used in the construction of gspherepρq.
(4) Sn`m “ pDnˆSmq YSn´1ˆSm
`
Sn´1ˆr0, ks ˆ Sm˘YSn´1ˆ Sm `Sn´1ˆpSm`1 zDm`1q˘ .
Note that the middle term on the righthand-side of (4) is just a collar neighborhood of the boundary
of either of the other two terms. While this is needed for the metric construction, topologically it
may be omitted to see that this equation agrees with (2) above.
Within (4) we would like to embed Dn`m. Denote by Bm`1` the upper half-ball with corners.
The decomposition of the disk we would like to consider is:
(5) Dn`m – pDnˆDmq YSn´1ˆDm pSn´1ˆr0, 1s ˆDmq YSn´1ˆDm pSn´1ˆBm`1` q.
Where each of these terms are manifolds with corners identified along one of their faces and we are
assuming we have smoothed the resulting corners. The embedding we propose to be used to prove
Lemma 1.4 is glued together out of embeddings of each term in (5) into the corresponding term of
(4). Specifically, we will construct the following three embeddings of manifolds with corners into
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Figure 2. The manifold B2` on
the left is a manifold with faces,
whereas the teardrop on the right
is not.
qYn´1Xn rYn´1
Y n´1
Figure 3. Schematic of our no-
tation when X3 “ r0, 1s2 ˆ S1 and
Y2 “ t1u ˆ r0, 1s ˆ S1.
manifolds with boundaries.
ιcore : pDnˆDmq ãÑ pDnˆSmq
idˆ ιneck :
`
Sn´1ˆr0, ks ˆDm˘ ãÑ `Sn´1ˆr0, ks ˆ Sm˘
idˆ ιambient :
`
Sn´1ˆBm`1`
˘
ãÑ `Sn´1ˆpSm`1 zDm`1q˘
Where ιneck : r0, ksˆDm`1 ãÑ r0, ksˆSm`1 and ιambient : Bm`1` ãÑ Sm`1 zDm`1. By (5) and (4), if
such embeddings agree along common faces, they will descend to an embedding ι : Dn`m ãÑ Sn`m.
This is the setting in which Theorem C will be used to prove Lemma 1.4.
1.4. Outline of Paper. The body of this paper, Sections 2, 3, and 4, is devoted to proving
Theorem B assuming the validity of Theorems C and D. In Section 2 we introduce the basic
notation and geometry of manifolds with corners needed in this paper. In Section 3, we construct
the embeddings listed above needed to prove Lemma 1.4. In Section 4, we study the resulting
boundary metric and construct the two paths of metrics proving Lemma 1.5.
As Theorems C and D are of independent interest, their proofs are presented in their respective
Appendices A and B. Appendix A relies only the notation and computations of Section 2, while
Appendix B is entirely self contained.
2. Manifolds with Corners
A smooth manifold with codimension c corners is a topological space Xn together with an atlas
of charts. whose image are r0,8qc ˆRn´c for some 0 ď c ď n. The connected components of the
union of the preimages of t0uˆRn´1 under all charts are called the faces of Xn, and in general the
connected components of the preimages of t0uc ˆRn´c under all charts are called the codimension
c corners. A manifold where only c “ 0 occurs is a closed manifold, a manifold where c “ 0 or 1
occur are manifolds with boundary.
In our situation we are interested in two codimension 0 manifolds with boundaries intersecting
inside a closed manifold. Generically, this intersection will result in a manifold with codimension
2 corners, i.e. c ď 2. The intersection will not result in a general manifold with codimension 2
corners, but will result in what is known as a manifold with faces. We say that Xn is a manifold
with faces, if the closure of a codimension c corner is the intersection of the closure of c distinct
faces. Henceforth, we will refer to Xn as a manifold with corners if it is a manifold with faces that
only has corners of codimension 2 or less, and we refer simply to the corners and the faces of Xn
without ambiguity.
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Yn´1
Xn
Nn´1
Mn
Figure 4. The noncompact man-
ifold Mn with boundary Nn´1.
Yn´1
Zn´2
b
a •
Xn
rYn´1
b “ φpaq
Mn
Figure 5. Normal coordinates
for Zn´2 relative to Yn´1.
2.1. The Geometry of Manifolds with Codimension 2 Corners. In this paper, we will use to
the following naming convention, for manifolds with corners. We will denote by Yn´1 a designated
closed face of Xn. The boundary of Yn´1 is a collection of corners, which we will denote by Zn´2.
Each of the components of Zn´2 bounds precisely one other closed face, we will denote by rYn´1
the collection of these other closed faces. The boundary of rYn´1 will consist of Zn´2 and another
collection of corners which we will call qZn´2. The union of all other closed faces will be denoted
by qYn´1. To summarize we have designated one of the faces of Xn and decomposed the boundary
into those corners and faces that abut the designated face and those that do not:
(6) BXn “ qYn´2 YqZn´2 rYn´1 YZn´2 Yn´1 .
Let g be a Riemannian metric on Xn. We would like to specify normal coordinates near the
corners Zn´2. As each corner of Zn´2 embeds in two faces, it is not possible for the normal
coordinates of the corners to agree with both the normal coordinates of the faces. Instead, we will
have normal coordinates of Zn´2 relative to Yn´1. In this setting, a Riemannian metric g on Xn, by
definition extends to an noncompact manifold Xn Ă Mn with noncompact boundary Yn´1 Ď Nn´1.
Let a be normal coordinates for Nn´1 with respect to g inside Mn. Then the metric takes the
form da2 ` kpxq where kpxq is a metric on Nn´1. For each fixed a we may take b to be the normal
coordinates of Zn´2 inside Nn´1 with respect to kpaq, so that the metric kpaq “ dy2`hpa, bq, where
hpa, bq is a metric on Zn´2. We cannot assume that the coordinates b are parameterized identically
for all a, thus the metric g overall splits as
(7) g “ da2 ` µ2pa, bqdb2 ` hpa, bq.
Where µpa, bq “ is a smooth function such that µp0, 0q “ 1.
In these coordinates, note that Yn´1 corresponds to the set a “ 0. It must be that the hy-
persurface rYn´1 defined implicitly by some function Φpa, b, zq “ 0. If θpzq is the dihedral angle
between Yn´1 and rYn´1, then cos θ is proportional to Φap0, 0, zq. If we assume12 that θpzq ă pi,
we can conclude that Φap0, 0, zq ‰ 0. And by the implicit function theorem we may, on a possibly
smaller neighborhood of Zn´2, find that rYn´1 is defined by b “ φpaq. Note that both φ and h
12In our application in Theorem C, we are assuming that the dihedral angle of the corner produced by gluing two
manifolds with corners along a common face is less than pi. This in particular means that the dihedral angle between
the two faces of each manifold with corners is also less than pi.
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Figure 6. An embedding of Xn in Mn relative to Yn´1.
depend on z P Z, though we have suppressed it from our notation. By convention, we are orienting
submanifolds using the outward normal. Thus in the coordinates pa, b, zq we have
Xn “ tpa, b, zq : a ď 0 and b ď φpaqu,rYn´1 “ tpa, b, zq : a ď 0 and b “ φpaqu
For each face of Xn there is a corresponding second fundamental form with respect to g. In
normal coordinates for Zn´2 relative to Yn´1, we have that the second fundamental form II of
Yn´1 can be computed in the usual way as p1{2qBag. On the other hand, the second fundamental
form rII for rYn´1 can clearly be computed in terms of φpaq, µpa, bq, and hpa, bq.
Lemma 2.1. In the coordinates pa, bq we have for any v, w P TZn´1i
rIIpτ, τq “ ´φ2paqµ2pa, bq ´ φ1paqµapa, bq
´
pφ1paqµpa, bqq2 ` 2
¯
´ pφ1paqq2 µbpa, bq
µ2pa, bq
´
1` pφ1paqµpa, bqq2
¯3{2 ,
rII|TZn´2 “ ´φ1paqµ2pa, bqp1{2qhapa, bq ` p1{2qhbpa, bq
µpa, bq
b
1` pφ1paqµpa, bqq2
.
2.2. Gluing and Smoothing. Fix a face Yn´1 of Xn, and let the notation be as in Section 2.1.
Let Mn be a smooth manifold with boundary, and fix a specific boundary component and call it
Nn´1. We say that Xn is embedded in Mn relative to its face Yn´1 if XnXNn´1 “ Yn´1 andrYn´1&Nn´1 “ Zn´2. In the previous section, we argued that for each face Yn´1 of Xn there is a
noncompact manifold Mn with boundary such that Xn is embedded relative to Yn´1. Moreover,
in the presence of a metric g on Mn, the normal coordinates of Zn´2 relative to Yn´1 agree with
those for Nn´1 in Mn.
Given a manifold with corners Xn, there is an essentially unique smoothing, i.e. there is a smooth
manifold with boundary Xns and a homeomorphsim X
n Ñ Xns that is a diffeomorphsim away from
the corners. The procedure for producing Xns is to embed X
n into a smooth manifold Mn relative
to the face Yn´1. Taking normal coordinates for Zn´2 relative to Yn´1, we see that smoothing
Zn´2 is equivalent to replacing the smooth function Φpa, b, zq with one that agrees is identically a
on a neighborhood of Zn´2. This is clearly always possible.
If we had a Riemannian metric g on Xn, then by extending g to Mn and restricting it to Xns we
can also smooth corners metrically in such a fashion that preserves any open condition on the metric
g, for instance Ricci-positivity. On the other hand, from Lemma 2.1, we see that the convexity of
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the faces depends on g as well as the boundary function, so it remains an interesting question if
the face convexity of Xn will imply boundary convexity of Xns .
Lemma 2.2. Let pXn, gq be a Ricci-positive manifold with codimension 2 corners, suppose that the
principal curvatures of all the faces are positive, and that the dihedral angle of the corners never
exceeds pi, then there exists a Ricci-positive metric rg on the smooth manifold with boundary Xns
such that the principal curvatures of the boundary are all positive.
While Lemma 2.2 is a natural generalization of the work of [9] on the mean curvature of manifolds
with corners, we instead have chosen the generalization of Theorem 1.1 as one of our main theorems,
Theorem C. We will not prove Lemma 2.2. Instead we claim that we can cut any manifold with
corners in such a way that Theorem C can be applied to smooth each corner, one at a time.
Suppose we have two manifolds Mni with boundary N
n´1
i and metrics gi. Suppose we have a
diffeomorphism f : Nn´11 Ñ Nn´12 , then using normal coordinates we can take can identify the
collar neighborhoods of the Nn´1i in an orientation reversing fashion to form a smooth manifold
Mn “ Mn1 Yf Mn2 . The boundary of Mn is made up of all the boundary components of the Mni other
than the Nni . If we have two manifolds with corners X
n
i embedded in M
n
i relative to Y
n´1
i , such
that f : Yn´11 Ñ Yn´12 is also a diffeomorphism. Then the same gluing procedure restricts to the
Xni to produce a smooth manifold with corners X
n “ Xn1 Yf Xn2 . The faces of Xn is made up of all
the faces of the Xni other than the Y
n´1
i . The designated corners Z
n´2
i (which are the boundary of
Yn´1i ) are identified, but they still persist as corners in Xn.
Given metrics gi on M
n
i , suppose moreover that f is an isometry of the N
n´1
i that restricts to
an isometry of Yn´1i . Then we can define a metric on Mn that is only C0 at a “ 0 by taking gi on
each component. Near each of the corners in Zn´2, we can still take normal coordinates relative to
Yni , and will still have the decomposition of (7). But the µpa, bq and hpa, bq are only C0 at a “ 0
and agrees with µipp´1qi´1a, bq and hipp´1qi´1a, bq on each Xni . Similarly we can find a function
φpaq that is C0 at a “ 0 that agrees with φipp´1qi´1aq on each Xni . In this setting we have
Xni “ tpa, b, zq : p´1qi´1a ď 0 and b ď φipp´1qi´1aqu.rYni “ tpa, b, zq : p´1qi´1a ď 0 and b “ φipp´1qi´1aqu.
Note that the dihedral angle made along a given corner is less than pi if and only if φ1´ p0q´φ1` p0q ą 0.
In this setting, it is no longer obvious that smoothing the C0 metrics on Mn and Xn will preserve
particular metric conditions. By Theorem 1.1, we already have sufficiently conditions under which
Ricci-positivity can be preserved under such a smoothing. For this reason we state the following
relative version of Theorem C, our proof will modify the proof of Theorem 1.1 in [3] so that the
first paragraph of the claim is a direct corollary.
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Lemma 2.3. Assume pMni , giq are Ricci-positive manifolds with boundaries Nn´1i , and that there are
two manifolds with codimension 2 corners Xni embedded in M
n
i relative to Y
n´1
i . Suppose there is an
isometry of the Nn´1i that restricts to an isometry of the Y
n´1
i , and that the difference in principal
curvatures of the Nn´1i is positive. Then there exists a Ricci-positive metric on Mn “ Mn1 Yf Mn2 .
Assume moreover that the principal curvatures of the faces rYn´1i are positive with respect to
pXni , giq, and that the dihedral angle made by the rYn´1i along Zn´2i under the isometry are less than
pi. Then one can smooth the corners Zn´2 inside Xn so that the new faces rYn´1 “ rYn´11 YZn´2 rYn´1
have positive principal curvatures.
Note that under the hypotheses of Theorem C it is possible to extend Xni to open manifolds M
n
i
with boundary Nn´1i , in such a way that the hypotheses of Lemma 2.3 are satisfied. Thus the
absolute version, Theorem C, is a corollary of the relative version, Lemma 2.3.
3. The Embedding of the Disk in the Sphere
In this section we aim to prove Lemma 1.4. As mentioned, our approach to proving this is to use
Theorem C to glue together the manifolds with corners in (5) embedded within the manifolds with
boundary in (4) to construct an embedding ι : Dn`m ãÑ Sn`m. In the process of constructing these
embeddings we must keep track of the second fundamental forms as well as the boundary functions
of Section 2.2. After showing that the boundary is nonnegative definite with respect to gspherepρq,
then the metric gdiskpρq of Lemma 1.4 is constructed by deleting an embedded Sn´1ˆDm`1 and
altering the metric near this new boundary.
We start in Section 3.1 and 3.2 by specifying the embeddings ιneck and ιambient and studying their
metric properties with respect to gneckpρq and gambientpρq of Proposition 1.2. Next in Section 3.3 we
use the corollary to Theorem C, Corollary A.4, to glue together these embeddings to produce an
embedding ιdocking : B
m`1` ãÑ pSm`1 zDm`1q, and to study the metric properties of the boundary
with respect to gdockpρq (which is itself constructed using Theorem 1.1 applied to gneckpρq and
gambientpρq). Finally in Section 3.4, we construct a metric gcorepρq on DnˆSm that can be glued
together with the metric R2ds2n´1 ` gdockingpρq on Sn´1ˆpSm`1 zDm`1q using Theorem 1.1 to
construct the metric gspherepρq, and find an embedding ιcore that automatically gels smoothly with
ιdocking to produce the desired embedding ι : D
n`m ãÑ Sn`m.
3.1. Embedding in the Neck. To begin we define ιneck. Already in Lemma 1.2 the metric gneckpρq
is defined in the coordinates
pa, b, qq : r0, ks ˆ r´pi, 0s ˆ Sm´1 Ñ ˆr0, ks ˆ Sm,
where a is the identity, ´b is the distance from the north pole (with respect to the round metric),
and q surjects onto the level sets of ´b. Define the image of ιneck by
ιneck pr0, ks ˆ Smq “ tpa, b, qq P r0, ks ˆ r´pi, 0s ˆ Sm´1 : b ď ´b0u,
where b0 P r0, pi{2s. In the notation of Section 2.1, we have boundary function φ1paq “ b0 and
Y1 “ tpa, b, qq P r0, ks ˆ r´pi, 0s ˆ Sm´1 : b ď ´b0 and a P t0, kuu – S0ˆDmrY1 “ tpa, b, qq P r0, ks ˆ r´pi, 0s ˆ Sm´1 : b “ ´b0u – r0, ks ˆ Sm´1 .
We would like to study the metric properties of ιn˚eckgneckpρq. As mentioned, the second fun-
damental form II of Y1 agrees with the second fundamental form for tku ˆ Sm, which by (2d) of
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Sm`1
Bm`1`
Figure 8. A schematic of the embedding ιambient : B
m`1` ãÑ pSm`1 zDm`1q given
by the grey region. The small dotted circle indicates a geodesic ball contained in its
interior.
Proposition 1.2 we know II ą gneckpρq. To compute the second fundamental form rII1 of rY1, one
can use Lemma 2.1, with φpaq “ ´b0, µpa, bq “ Apa,´bq, and hpa, bq “ B2paq cos2p´bqds2m´1. In
particular we have the following.
Corollary 3.1. The second fundamental form rII1 of rY1 ãÑ r0, ks ˆ Sm with respect to gneckpρq is
positive definite.
We would like to record one more fact about the embeddings ιneck, specifically by (2) of Propo-
sition 1.2 that the metric gneckpρq restricted to rY1 takes the form
da2 `B2paq cos2p´b0qds2m´1.
Note that from (2f) of Proposition 1.2 that the second derivative of Bpaq cosp´b0q is negative, which
we record in the following corollary.
Corollary 3.2. The metric gneckpρq restricted to rY1 takes the form ds2 ` gpsq, where B2sgpsq ă 0.
3.2. Embedding in the Ambient Space. Next we would like to describe ιambient : B
m`1` ãÑ
pSm`1 zDm`1q. Already in Lemma 1.2, the metric gambientpρq is defined in terms of the coordinates
pt, x, θq : r0, 1s ˆ r0, 2pis ˆ Sm´1 Ñ Sm`1,
where t is given by the distance from a great circle (with respect to the round metric), x is the
arclength parameterization of said great circle, and θ surjects onto the level sets of pt, xq. In the
construction of gdockingpρq of [4, Proposition 1.3], we delete a geodesic ball of radius r centered at the
point p “ p0, 0, θq in Sm`1 (when t “ 0, θ is the point map) with respect to the metric gambientpρq.
We want the embedding ιambient to have nonnegative definite boundary as well as contain a second
geodesic ball of radius r centered at the point q “ px0, 0, θq in its interior.
Let pr1psq, r2psqq be the arclength parameterization of the geodesic sphere of radius r centered
at p0, 0q in the px, tq-plane with respect to the metric dt2` cos2ptqdx2. By symmetry of the metric,
the boundary of a geodesic ball centered at px0, 0q can be realized as px0 ` r1psq, r2psq, qq. The
metric gambientpρq of Lemma 1.2 restricted to the geodesic sphere takes the form
(8) ds2 `R2pr2psqqds2m´1.
We now want to describe an embedding ιambient : B
m`1` ãÑ pSm`1 zDm`1q. To start we will
embed the boundary Y2YrY2 ãÑ pSm`1 zDm`1q. Let pγ1psq, γ2psqq be a curve in the px, tq-plane
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Figure 9. A schematic for the geodesic balls of Proposition 3.3.
that starts at the point pr1ps0q, r2ps0qq where it meets pr1psq, r2psqq perpendicularly, and ends at
the point px1, 0q where it meets the x-axis perpendicularly. Define
Y2 “ tpx, t, θq : px, tq “ pr1psq, r2psqq for s ď s0u – DmrY2 “ tpx, t, θq : px, tq “ pγ1psq, γ2psqqu – Dm .
These boundary components intersect perpendicularly in the set
Zm´12 “ tpt, x, qq P r0, pi{2s ˆ r0, 2pis ˆ Sm´1 : px, tq “ pr1ps0q, r2ps0qqu – Sm´1 .
That the union of Y2 and rY2 bounds a smooth Bm`1` is clear. We will let ιambient : Bm`1` ãÑ
Sm`1 zDm`1 be given by this embedding for a certain choice of pγ1psq, γ2psqq.
Again, the second fundamental form II2 of Y2 agrees with that of S
m`1 zDm`1, which by (1c)
of Proposition 1.2 satisfies II ą ´gambientpρq. Sadly the coordinates used to define gambientpρq are
not compatible with the normal coordinates of Section 2, so we need to compute rII2 by hand.
Proposition 3.3. One can choose r small enough so that there exists a pγ1psq, γ2psqq so that rII2 ą 0
except when γ2psq “ 0. Moreover s0 can be chosen to be any point for which r1ps0q ą 0, and the
embedded Bm`1` contains another geodesic ball of radius r centered at px1, 0, θq.
Proof. Let pγ1psq, γ2psqq parameterize a geodesic ball of radius 2r ` δ centered at pc, 0, θq. A
straightforward computation yields
rII2 “ cotp2r ` δqds2 `R1pγ2psqqRpγ2psqqγ11psqds2m.
As long as 2r ` δ ă pi{2 we have the first term is positive, and γ12psq is clearly nonnegative. The
fact that R1ptq ą 0 follows from the fact that R2ptq ă 0 (by (1a) of Proposition 1.2 and [15, Section
4.2.3]) and the fact that R1ppi{2q “ 0 (from definition of doubly warped product, see [15, Section
1.4.5]). We conclude that rII2 is positive everywhere except when γ11psq “ 0, which occurs when
pγ1psq, γ2psqq intersects the x-axis. Assume r is fixed so that 2r ă pi{4.
Clearly if c ´ x1 ă δ, then this ball contains the geodesic ball of radius r centered at px1, 0, θq.
By changing δ and c it is possible to intersect the curve pr1psq, r2psqq perpendicularly at any point
without upsetting the nonnegativity of rII2. 
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As the coordinates used to define gambientpρq do not agree with the normal coordinates of Section
C, we also would like to record the properties of the boundary function φ2paq which defines rY2 and
the second s-derivative of gambientpρq restricted to rY2.
Corollary 3.4. The function φ2paq which defines rY2 as in Section 2.1, satisfies φ12p0q “ 0. As-
suming the hypotheses of Proposition 3.3 are satisfied and the metric gambientpρq restricted to rY2 is
ds2 ` gpsq, then B2sgpsq ă 0.
Proof. Because pγ1psq, γ2psqq is assumed to be perpendicular to Y2, this means that φ12p0q “ 0.
If pγ1psq, γ2psqq is arc-length parameterization of the boundary of a geodesic ball then the metric
restricted to this boundary takes the form (8), a warped product metric. On the other hand the
metric gambientpρq has positive sectional curvature (by (1a) of Proposition 1.2), and by Proposition
3.3 we can assume that rII2 ě 0. It follows that the intrinsic sectional curvature of this boundary is
also positive. The sectional curvature of a warped product metric is positive only if B2sRpγ2psqq ă 0
(see [15, Section 4.2.3]). 
3.3. Embedding in the Docking Station. Having defined our embeddings ιneck and ιambient, in
this section we seek to apply Theorem C (more accurately, Corollary A.4) to construct gdockingpρq
on Sm`1 zDm`1 and define the smooth embedding ιdocking of Bm`1` . In order to prove Lemma 1.5
we will take extra care to describe the metric gdockingpρq restricted to the boundary of Bm`1` .
Proposition 3.5. For all ρ ą 0 sufficiently small, there exists a metric gdockingpρq on Sm`1 zDm`1
with round boundary of radius 1 and so that all principal curvatures are ´ρ. There is an embedding
ιdocking : B
m`1` ãÑ pSm`1 zDm`1q such that rII ě 0 and rII ą 0 on a neighborhood of the boundary
with respect to gdockingpρq, and there is a geodesic sphere of radius r contained in the interior of
Bm`1` .
Moreover the metric gdockingpρq restricted to the boundary rY takes the form
ds2 ` k22psqds2m´1,
with s P r0, P s. If γ “ cospb0qρ, then we also have
(1) k2p0q “ cospb0q
(2) k12p0q “ γ
(3) k22pxq ă 0 for s ă P
(4) k
pevenq
2 pP q “ 0
(5) k12pP q “ ´1
Proof. We will apply Corollary A.4 to ιneck and ιdocking, to begin we establish which manifolds are
which in the notation of Section 2.2.
Xm`11 “ r0, ks ˆDm Mm`11 “ r0, ks ˆ Sm Xm`12 “ Bm`1` Mm`12 “ Sm`1 zDm`1
Ym1 “ tku ˆDm Nm1 “ tku ˆ Sm`1 Ym2 “ Dm Nm2 “ SmrYm1 “ r0, ks ˆ Sm´1 rYm2 “ Dm
Zm´11 “ tku ˆ Sm´1 Zm´12 “ Sm´1
Then ιneck : X
m`1
1 ãÑ Mm`11 and ιambient : Xm`12 ãÑ Mm`12 are embeddings of manifolds with
corners into manifolds with boundary Nm1 and N
m
2 relative to their faces Y
m
1 and Y
m
2 . By (1b) and
(2b) of Proposition 1.2, there is an isometry f : Nm1 Ñ Nm2 , which by (1c) and (2d) of Proposition
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1.2 satisfies II1`f˚ II2 ą 0. The metric gdockingpρq on Mm`1 “ Sm`1 zDm`1, is constructed by
applying Theorem 1.1 to gneckpρq and gambientpρq and then scaling the resulting metric by pλ{ρq2.
We may choose s0 as in Proposition 3.3 so that Z
m´1
2 “ pr1ps0q, r2ps0q, θq Ď Nm2 corresponds
to Zm´11 “ tku ˆ t´b0u ˆ Sm´1 under f , so that f : Xm1 Ñ Xm2 is an isometry as well. By
Corollary 3.1 and Proposition 3.3 we have rII1 ą 0 and rII2 ą 0 near Ym1 and Ym2 . By Corollaries
(3.2) and (3.4), we have that φ11p0q “ φ12p0q “ 0 and that B2shipapsq, bpsqq ă 0. So we may apply
Corollary A.4 to produce a smoothly embedded ιdocking : X
m`1 ãÑ Mm`1, where Xm`1 “ Bm`1` has
smooth boundary rYm “ Dm has rII ě 0 with respect to gdockingpρq. Moreover the metric gdockingpρq
restricted to rYm satisfies B2shpapsq, bpsqq ă 0.
Because both gambientpρq and gneckpρq are both of the form da2 ` µ2pa, bqdb2 ` H2pa, bqds2m´1,
the resulting metric gdockingpρq must also take this form. After substituting b “ φpaq and reparam-
eterizing, we have that the metric restricted to the boundary takes the form ds2 ` k22psqds2m, with
s P r0, P s for some P ą 0. Conditions (1) and (2) follow from (2c) and (2e) of Proposition 1.2 and
the fact that we have scaled by pλ{ρq2. Condition (3) is just the conclusion above from Corollary
A.4. Conditions (4) and (5) follow from the fact that gambientpρq is a warped product metric on
Sm`1 (see [15, Section 1.4.5]). 
3.4. Embedding in the Core. Now that we have established the construction of gdockingpρq
(carried out in the proof of Proposition 3.5), we would like to elaborate on the construction of
gspherepρq outlined in Section 1.2. To do this we must construct a complimentary Ricci-positive
metric gcorepρq on DnˆSm, and to finish our proof of Lemma 1.4 we must specify an embedding
ιcore : D
nˆDm ãÑ DnˆSm.
Definition 3.6. For each ρ ą 0, let k1paq be function defined on r0, Rpi{3s such that
(1) k1p0q “ 1´ ρ
(2) k1pRpi{3q “ 1
(3) k
poddq
1 p0q “ 0
(4) ρ ă k11pRpi{3q ă 2ρ
(5) 0 ď k21paq ă ρ{pRpi{3q
Define the metric gcorepρq on DnˆSm to be da2 ` p2Rq2 sin2pa{2Rqds2n´1 ` k21paqds2m.
Having defined gcorepρq we can now construct gspherepρq on Sn`m.
Lemma 3.7. If ρ is sufficiently small then gcorepρq has positive Ricci curvature. Moreover,
II “ p?3{4qds2n´1 ` k11pRpi{3qds2m´1.
So it is possible to glue gcorepρq to R2ds2n´1 ` gdockingpρq for all ρ sufficiently small using Theorem
1.1. Let gspherepρq be the corresponding metric which by (2) is defined on Sn`m.
Proof. Clearly gcorepρq converges to da2 ` p2Rq2 sin2pa{2Rqds2n´1 ` ds2m´1 as ρ Ñ 0 in the C2
topology. As this latter metric has positive Ricci curvature and Ricci curvature is a second order
quantity, it follows that gcorepρq will have positive Ricci curvature for ρ sufficiently small.
The equation for II follows from [15, Proposition 3.2.1]. Clearly the boundary of gcorepρq and
gdockingpρq are both isometric to R2ds2n´1 ` ds2m. And under this isometry, the principal curvature
of gcorepρq are
?
3{4 ą 0 and k11ppi{4q ą ρ while the corresponding principal curvatures of R2ds2n´1`
gdockingpρq are 0 and ´ρ. Thus Theorem 1.1 applies for ρ sufficiently small. 
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We need to specify an embedding ιcore : D
nˆDm ãÑ DnˆSm. In defining gcorepρq we used the
coordinates
pa, p, b, qq : r0, pi{2s ˆ Sn´1ˆr´pi, 0s ˆ Sm´1 Ñ DnˆSm,
where pa, pq and pb, qq are respectively spherical coordinates on Dn and Sm`1. The embedding is
given in these coordinates by
ιcorepDnˆDmq “ tpa, p, b, qq : b ď ´b0u.
For some b0 P r0, pi{2s. Note that in the notation of Section 2.1 that φ0paq “ ´b0 and that
Y0 “ tpa, p, b, qq : b ď ´b0 and a “ pi{2u – Sn´1ˆDmrY0 “ tpa, p, b, qq : b “ ´b0u – DnˆSm`1
Again, the second fundamental form II0 of Y0 agrees with D
nˆSm, which was computed in
Lemma 3.7. To compute rII0 we apply Lemma 2.1 with φ0 “ ´b0, µ0pa, bq “ k1paq, h0pa, bq “
p2Rq2 sin2pa{2Rqds2n´1 ` k21paq cos2pbqds2m´1.
Corollary 3.8. The second fundamental form rII0 of ιcore : DnˆDm ãÑ DnˆSm with respect to
gcorepρq is identically 0 restricted to T Sn´1 and is positive definite restricted to T Sm´1.
At this point we are ready to prove Lemma 1.4.
Proof of Lemma 1.4. As noted we may apply Theorem 1.1 to gcorepρq and R2ds2n´1` gdockingpρq to
get a Ricci-positive metric gspherepρq on Sn`m. Because a is a global parameter for DnˆSm and
Sn´1ˆr0, ks ˆ Sm, and because φ0paq “ φ1paq “ ´b0 defines both embeddings of ιcore and ιdocking
near their respective boundaries, these functions already gel smoothly, which by (5) produces an
embedding ι : Dn`m ãÑ Sn`m. Recall by Proposition 3.5, that there is a geodesic ball with respect
to gambientpρq of radisu r on the interior of Dm`1 Ď Bm`1` . If we remove Sn´1ˆDm`1, then we can
use Theorem 1.1 to attach Sn´1ˆr0, ksˆSm with metric R2ds2n´1`pλ{ρq2gneckpρq. Restricting the
resulting metric to Dn`m will be gdiskpρq.
It remains to check that the boundary Sn`m´1 is nonnegative definite with respect to gdiskpρq.
Because φipaq ” ´b0 the formula in Lemma 2.1 reduces to rIIpτ, τq “ 0 and rII|T Z “ p1{2qhbpa, bq. For
both gcorepρq and gdockingpρq, the corner metric takes the form hpa, bq “ p2paqds2n´1` q2pa, bqds2m´1
for some smooth functions ppaq and qpa, bq. As the defining differential equations in Lemma A.1 and
A.2 respect this decomposition, we conclude that corner metric of gdiskpρq will also take this form.
We conclude immediately that rII will be identically 0 restricted to T Sn´1. From (1) of Lemma A.1
and (1) of Lemma A.2 we can deduce that rII restricted to T Sm´1 will be arbitrarily close to the
values for rII0 and rII1, which are positive by Corollary 3.8 and Proposition 3.5 respectively. 
4. Deforming the Boundary of the Disk
In this section we will prove Lemma 1.5. We begin by giving a description of the metric gdiskpρq
restricted to the boundary Sn`m´1 constructed in Lemma 1.4 in Section 4.1. In Section 4.2, we
show that any doubly warped product metric which behaves as described in Section 4.1, can be
connected in the space of Ricci positive metrics to a specific nonnegatively curved doubly warped
product metric. We conclude in section 4.3 by making a general remark that any nonnegatively
curved doubly warped product metric is connected to the round metric in the space of Ricci-positive
metrics.
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Those metrics being considered in this section are doubly warped product metrics; see [15, Section
1.4.5] for background. We will assume that T , φi, and θi are a local orthonormal frame tangent
r0, 1s, Sn´1, and Sm´1 respectively. We will refer to [15, Section 4.2.4] for the formulas for sectional
curvatures of doubly warped product metrics.
Before we begin to prove Lemma 1.5, we make the following general remark that it is always
possible to alter a Ricci-positive metric on a compact manifolds with boundary in such a way as to
increase the principal curvatures of its boundary.
Proposition 4.1. If pMn, gq is a compact Ricci-positive manifold with boundary Nn´1, then there
exists an ε ą 0 and metric g˜ such that Ricg˜ ą 0, IIg˜ ą IIg `εg, and g˜|N “ c2g|N .
This can be proven using a conformal change to the metric with a function that is identically 1 away
from the neighborhood of the boundary, is constant at the boundary, and has positive derivative
at the boundary (see for example [4, Proof of Proposition 5.5]). In particular, if II ě 0 we have the
following as an immediate corollary.
Corollary 4.2. If pMn, gq is a Ricci-positive manifold with boundary N such that IIg ě 0, then
there exists a metric g˜ such that Ricg˜ ą 0, rIIg˜ ą 0 and such that g˜|Nn´1 “ c2gNn´1.
4.1. Describing the Boundary Functions. In this section we wish to describe the metric gdiskpρq
restricted to the boundary Sn`m´1. A large part of the effort needed to describe this metric has
already been carried out by using Corollary A.4 to prove Proposition 3.5.
As mentioned in the proof of Lemma 1.4, the boundary metric is a doubly warped product
g0 “ dt2 ` h2ptqds2n´1 ` f2ptqds2m´1, for some smooth functions hptq and fptq on r0, T s. Note that
because φipaq “ ´b0 is constant, that the result of applying Theorem 1.1 to construct gdiskpρq and
then restricting to the boundary must agree with restricting gcorepρq and gdockingpρq to the respective
boundaries and then applying Theorem 1.1. In other words if we let h1ptq “ p2Rq sinpt{2Rq,
f1ptq “ k1ptq cos b0, h2ptq “ R, and f2ptq “ k2pT q. Then g0 is the result of applying Theorem
1.1 to the two metrics gi “ dt2 ` h2i ptqds2n´1 ` f2i ptqds2m´1 defined on r0, Rpi{3s ˆ Sn`m´2 and
r0, P s ˆ Sn`m´2 respectively. We will use this idea to give the following qualitative description of
the functions fptq and hptq.
Proposition 4.3. The metric gdiskpρq restricted to the boundary Sn`m´1 takes the form
g0 “ dt2 ` h2ptqds2n´1 ` f2ptqds2m,
with t P r0, T s, such that fptq and hptq satisfy the boundary conditions of a doubly warped product
metric on Sn`m´1 (see [15, Section 1.4.5]). Moreover there exists 0 ă T0 ă T1 ă T such that fptq
and hptq satisfy the following for ε and δ used in Theorem 1.1 sufficiently small.
(1) f2ptq ă 0 for t ě T0
(2) cos b0 ´ 2γRpi{3 ď fptq ď 2 for t ă T1
(3) 0 ď f 1ptq ď 2γ for t ď T1
(4) f2ptq ă 6γ{Rpi for t ď T1
(5) hptq ” R for t ě T1
(6) h2ptq ă 0 for t ă T1
(7) ´h
2ptq
hptq ą
1
4R
for t ď T0
Proof. Let T “ Rpi{3 ` P and T1 “ Rpi{3 ` ε ` δ. Note that T1 is largest value of t used in the
application of Theorem 1.1. And therefore hptq “ R and fptq “ k22ptq for all t ě T1.
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We will begin by considering the conditions for fptq: (1), (2), (3), and (4). Let fptq, pfptq, and
fptq be the first order, second order, and smooth approximations of the fiptq as in the proof of
Lemma 2.3. Note by (3) of Lemma A.1 and (3) of Proposition 3.5 that f
2ptq ă 0 for t ě Rpi{3´ ε.
And so by (3 Lemma A.2 we will have some T0 ď Rpi{3 ´ ε ` δ ă T1 for which pf2ptq ă 0 and
consequently f2ptq ă 0 for all t ą T0. Fix such a T0, so that fptq satisfies (1). Conditions (2),
(3), and (4) follow by considering the effect of applying Lemmas A.1 and A.2 where the boundary
values are given by (1), (2), and (3) of Definition 3.6 and (1) and (2) of Proposition 3.5.
To see why hptq satisfies (5), one must consult [3, Formula (2.7)] for phptq in the specific case
where hptq ” R for t ě T1 and h2ptq ă 0 for t ă T1. Condition (6) merely claim that the sectional
curvature of dt2 ` h2ptqds2n´1 is bounded below uniformly in terms of the sectional curvatures of
dt2 ` p2Rq2 sin2pt{2Rqds2n´1 for t ď T0. This is a straightforward conclusion after noting that the
denominator of in the formula for sectional curvature is essentially constant during the smoothing
process by (1) of Lemma A.1 and (1) of Lemma A.2, and that the numerator in the formula for
the sectional curvature is causing its value to actually increase through the smoothing process by
(3) of Lemma A.1. 
4.2. Path to Nonnegatively Curved. Let f0ptq “ fptq and h0ptq “ hptq satisfy the conditions
of Proposition 4.3. Let h1ptq “ h0ptq, and let f1ptq be any function defined on r0, T s that satisfies
(1) f
poddq
1 p0q “ f pevenq1 pT q “ 0
(2) f 11pT q “ ´1
(3) f21 ptq ă 0 for t ă T .
(4) f1pT1q “ f0pT1q
(5) ´γ ă f 11ptq ă 0 for t ď T1
Define fλptq “ p1´ λqf0ptq ` λf1ptq and hλptq “ p1´ λqh0ptq ` λh1ptq “ hptq, and let gλ be the
metric
gλ “ dt2 ` h2λptqds2n´1 ` f2λptqds2m.
Lemma 4.4. If fptq and hptq are any functions that satisfy the conditions of Proposition 4.3, then
the metric gλ has positive Ricci curvature for all λ P r0, 1s, provided γ is sufficiently small.
Proof. First, we will restrict our attention to t ě T1. Note that f20 ptq is nonpositive by Proposition
3.5 and f21 ptq is nonpositve by assumption, so f2λptq ď 0 for all λ P r0, 1s. We claim that ´1 ď
f 1λptq ă 1 for t ě T1 and each λ P r0, 1s. Note that 0 ă f 10pT1q “ γ ă 2γ ă 1 by (2) of Proposition
3.5 and that ´1 ă ´γ ă f 11pT1q ă 0 by assumption, thus we have ´1 ă f 1λpT1q ă 1 for all λ. We
also have that f 1λpT q “ ´1 for all λ P r0, 1s by [15, Section 1.4.5]. Because f2λptq ď 0 for all t ě T1,
we conclude that ´1 ď f 1λptq ă 1.
As gλ is a doubly warped product for each λ P r0, 1s, the formulas for its sectional curvature can
be found in [15, Section 4.2.4]. By (5) of Proposition 4.3, the only sectional curvature that will be
nonzero for t ě T1 will be the following
KλpT, θq “ ´f
2
λptq
fλptq , Kλpθi, θjq “
1´ pf 1λptqq2
f2λptq
, and Kλpφi, φjq “ 1
R2
.
As we have observed f2λptq ă 0 and ´1 ă fλptq ă 1 for T1 ď t ă T , thus these first two terms are
positive for T1 ď t ă T . One can check that the limit of these terms as t Ñ T , is proportional
to f3λ ptq, which is necessarily positive. Thus these three sectional curvatures are positive, and so
Ricgλ ą 0.
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Next, consider T0 ď t ă T1. Note that by definition f21 ptq ă 0, and by (1) of Proposition 3.5
that f20 ptq ă 0. Thus f2λptq ă 0. Similarly we have h2λptq ď 0 by (6) of Proposition 3.5. Thus
KλpT, θq ą 0 and KλpT, φq ě 0 from [15, Section 4.2.4], and we conclude that RicgλpT, T q ą 0.
For the remaining Ricci curvatures we will utilize (2) and (3) of Proposition 3.5. Note that by
assumption f1ptq satisfies the same bound as (2) in absolute value and the upper bound of (3), so
these bounds must remain true for all fλptq. Applying these to the formulas of [15, Section 4.2.4]
gives us the following bounds
Kλpθi, θjq ě 1´ p2γq
2
cos2 b0
and Kλpθ, φq ě ´ 6γh
1
λptq
Rpipcos b0 ´ 2γRpi{3qhλptq .
We may take γ to be arbitrarily small, so that
Kλpθi, θjq “ 1
cos2 b0
`Opγq, and Kλpθ, φq “ Opγq.
We immediately have that Ricgλpθ, θq “ KλpT, θq ` pm ´ 2qp1{ cos2 b0q ` Opγq, which will be
positive if γ is taken initially to be small enough.
Note that Kλpφi, φjq ą 0 for t ą 0 because 0 ď h1λptq ă 1 for t ą 0. We conclude that
Ricgλpφ, φq “ KλpT, φq ` pn ´ 2qKλpφi, φjq ` Opγq is positive if γ is taken initially to be small
enough.
Finally, we consider 0 ď t ă T0. For Ricgλpθ, θq and Ricgλpφ, φq, we argue similarly as for
T0 ď t ă T1 taking γ sufficiently small. For RicgλpT, T q, we no longer have f2λptq ă 0. But by (4)
and (7) of Proposition 3.5, we have that
KλpT, θq “ Opγq and KλpT, φq ą 1
4R
.
We conclude RicgλpT, T q “ pn´ 1q{4R`Opγq is positive if γ is taken sufficiently small. 
4.3. Path to Round. Consider a Ricci-positive doubly warped product metric
g1 “ dt2 ` h21ptqds2n´1 ` f21 ptqds2m´1,
defined on r0, piT {2s. If f21 ptq ď 0 and h21ptq ď 0, then the metric g1 has nonnegative sectional
curvature. We will show that any such metric is connected through a path in the space of positive
Ricci curvature metrics to the round metric.
Let hλptq “ pp2 ´ λqh1ptq ` λT sinpt{T qq and fλptq “ pp1 ´ λqf1ptq ` pλ ´ 1qT cospt{T qq with
λ P r1, 2s, so that the metric
gλ “ dt2 ` h2λds2n´1 ` f2λds2m´1
interpolates between g1 and the round metric with radius T .
Lemma 4.5. If f21 ptq ď 0, h21ptq ď 0, and g1 has positive Ricci curvature, then gλ has positive
Ricci curvature for all λ P r1, 2s.
Proof. Note that f2λptq ă 0 and h2λptq ă 0 for all λ P p0, 1s and t P p0, piT {2q. Thus we immediately
have by [15, Section 4.2.4] that KλpT, θq ą 0 and KλpT, φq ą 0 for all λ P p1, 2s and t P p0, piT {2q.
It is straightforward to see that the limit at t approaches the endpoints of these curvatures is
proportional to the third derivatives of the warping functions, which combined with the boundary
conditions of [15, Section 1.3.4] implies that these curvatures remain positive for t “ 0, piT {2.
Because f2λptq ď 0 and h2λptq ď 0, it must be that f 1λptq and h1λptq lie between their extreme
values: 0 ď f 1λptq ď 1 and ´1 ď h1λptq ď 0. Thus by [15, Section 4.2.4] we have Kλpθi, θjq ě 0,
Kλpθ, φq ě 0, and Kλpφi, φjq ě 0 for all λ P r1, 2s.
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It follows that gλ has positive Ricci curvature for all λ P p1, 2s and by assumption g1 has positive
Ricci curvature. 
At this point we have finished the proof of Lemma 1.5 and consequently our proofs of Proposition
1.3 and Theorem B as well.
Proof of Lemma 1.5. By Proposition 4.3 and Lemma 4.4, the boundary metric g0 of gdiskpρq re-
stricted to the boundary Sn`m´1 can be connected by a path gλ as in Theorem D to a doubly
warped product metric g1, where both warping functions have nonnpositive second derivative by
construction. By Lemma 4.5, this nonnegatively curved doubly warped product metric can be
connected by a path gλ as in Theorem D to a round metric g2. 
Appendix A. Gluing with Corners
In this section we prove our gluing lemma with corners, Lemma 2.3 and consequently Theorem
C. The proof runs parallel to the proof of Theorem 1.1 in [3, Theorem 2]. The smoothing of the
metric occurs in three stages: on a neighborhood of Ni replace the metric so that it is smooth at
N but only C1 at two disjoint submanifolds, then replace the metric on a neighborhood of each
of these submanifolds so that the metric is everywhere C2, and then noting that Ricg is a second
order quantity, a smooth approximation will satisfy the claim. Our proof of Theorem C follows the
same three steps, where we smooth the boundary function φ at the same as g in the same way,
arguing at each step that rII ą 0.
In Section A.1 we give the precise definition of the two-step smoothing described above, and
then carry out the smoothing and the proof of Lemma 2.3 in Section A.2. In Section A.3, we
give a corollary to Lemma 2.3 in a special case, that will be necessary in our proof of Theorem B
(specifically in Section 3.3 above).
A.1. Polynomial splines. To begin, we must summarize the two technical lemmas that allow the
two-step smoothing process. Both follow from the work in [3, Section 2], used to prove a version of
Theorem 1.1 for compact families. They both describe the affect of replacing a section of a bundle
with polynomial splines, Lemma A.1 concerns the first-order spline and Lemma A.2 concerns the
second-order spline. We use the parameter a in both to mirror the fact that we will be applying both
lemmas to the metrics and boundary functions in normal coordinates in manifolds with corners, in
which case the parameter a will agree with Section 2.2.
Lemma A.1. [3, Proof of Lemma 1] Let Qpaq be a continuous family of sections of any bundle
parametrized by a P R, which is smooth away from a “ 0. Suppose that F paq is a family of sections
that is cubic in a on the interval r´ε, εs defined by the differential equation
F p˘εq “ Qp˘εq and F 1p˘εq “ Q1p˘εq.
Let D be any differential operator for the underlying bundle.
p1q DF paq “ DQp0q `Opεq
p2q DF 1paq “ ε´ a
2ε
DQ1p´εq ` ε` a
2ε
DQ1pεq `Opεq
p3q F 2paq “ ´r1 ´ l1
ε
`Opεq.
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Lemma A.2. [3, Proof of Theorem 2 continued] Let Qpaq be a once-differentiable family of sections
of any bundle parametrized by a P R, which is smooth away from a “ 0. Suppose that F paq is a
family of sections that is quintic in a on the interval r´δ, δs defined by the differential equation
F p˘δq “ Qp˘δq, F 1p˘δq “ Q1p˘δq and F 2p˘δq “ Q2p˘δq.
Let D be any differential operator for the underlying bundle. Then
(1) DF paq “ DQp0q `Opεq
(2) DF 1paq “ DQ1p0q `Opεq
(3) F 2paq “ 2´ ppaq
4
Q2p´εq ` 2` ppaq
2
Q2pεq `Opεq, for some ppaq P r´2, 2s.
A.2. Smoothing Corners. In this section we prove Lemma 2.3, in turn proving Theorem C. The
proof retreads the proof of Lemma 1.1 from [3, Section 2], we recommend the reader familiarize
themselves with this proof before continuing.
Proof of Lemma 2.3. We want to retread the proof of [3, Theorem 2], instead using the normal
coordinates of Zn´2 relative to the isometric faces Y1 and Y2. In these coordinates the spaces X1
and X2 are defined by the boundary functions φipaq, which together define a continuous function
φpaq smooth away from a “ 0. In these coordinates each metric takes the form gi “ da2 `
µ2i pa, bqdb2 ` hipa, bq, which together define a C0 metric g “ da2 ` µ2pa, bqdb2 ` hpa, bq that is
smooth away from a “ 0.
Note that in these coordinates we can think of φpaq, µpa, bq, and hpa, bq as sections of certain
bundles that vary with respect to a P R. We will denote by φpaq, µpa, bq, and hpa, bq the result
of applying Lemma A.1 to these sections on r´ε, εs. Similarly we will denote by pφpaq, pµpa, bq, andphpa, bq the result of applying Lemma A.2 on r˘ε´δ,˘ε`δs to the sections φpaq, µpa, bq, and hpa, bq.
Denote by g and pg the result of applying Lemmas A.1 and A.2 to g on the same intervals. Clearly
the defining differential equations of Lemmas A.1 and A.2 respect the decomposition of the metric
in normal coordinates so that g “ da2 ` µ2pa, bqdb2 ` hpa, bq and pg “ da2 ` pµ2pa, bqdb2 ` phpa, bq.
By the proof of [3, Theorem 2] we have that Ricg ą 0 for ε sufficiently small and Ricpg ą 0 for δ
sufficiently small. To prove Lemma 2.3, it therefore suffices to show that rIIg ą 0 and rIIpg ą 0. Note
that φpaq, µpa, bq, and hpa, bq all vary smoothly with z P Zn´2. Because Zn´2 is compact, we may
always argue pointwise that there exists ε and δ sufficiently small for which rII ą 0, and then take
the infimum over Zn´2. Henceforth we will completely obscure their dependence on z P Zn´2. By
Lemma 2.1, in normal coordinates of Zn´2 we see that rII is in block diagonals rIIpτ, τq and rII|T Zn´2 .
So it suffices to show that rIIpτ, τq ą 0 and that rII|T Zn´2 is positive definite.
We begin by claiming that rIIg ą 0 for ε ą 0 sufficiently small. First, consider rIIgpτ, τq. By
Lemma 2.1 we have that
(9) rIIgpτ, τq “ ´Q2pφ1paq, µpa, bqqφ2paq ` Lpµapa, bq, µbpa, bq, µpa, bq, φ1paq, φpaqq.
Where Q and L are some smooth functions. By (1) and (2) of Lemma A.1, the expression L can be
bounded independently of ε, and by (3) of Lemma A.1 φ2paq “ ´pφ2pεq ´ φ1p´εqq{ε. Combining
these into (9) gives rIIgpτ, τq “ Q2φ1pεq ´ φ2p´εq
ε
`Op1q.
By hypothesis, φ11p0q ´ φ12p0q ą 0, so we see that rIIgpτ, τq Ñ 8 as ε Ñ 0. In particular, if ε is
chosen small enough rIIgpτ, τq ą 0.
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Next we will consider rIIg|TZn´2 . To start we will disregard the denominator, then we are inter-
ested in the positivity of
(10) ´ µ2pa, bqqφ1paqhapa, bq ` hbpa, bq
By (1) of Lemma A.1, µ2pa, bq is approximately µp0, bq, similarly b “ φpaq is approximately φp0q “ 0.
We conclude that µ2pa, bq is approximately 1. Similarly we conclude hbpa, bq is approximately
hbp0, 0q. We also have that hapa, bq and φ1paq are bounded independently of ε. Combining these
observations, equation (10) becomes
(11) ´ φ1paqhapa, 0q ` hbp0, 0q `Opεq.
By assumption, rIIg|TZn´2 is positive definite at a “ ˘ε. In particular, this means that (10) is
positive definite when a “ ˘ε, which in turn implies (11) is positive definite when a “ ˘ε. Taking
the convex combination of (11) at the values a “ ˘ε we have
(12) hbp0, 0q ´
„ˆ
ε´ a
2ε
˙
pBah1p´ε, 0qφ11p´εqq `
ˆ
ε` a
2ε
˙
pBah2pε, 0qφ21pεqq

`Opεq ą 0.
Where we have used the definition of φ
1p˘εq and µapa, bq to rewrite in terms of the µipa, bq and
hipa, bq.
We claim that the numerator of rIIg|TZn´2 is bounded below by the expression in (12). Indeed,
note that by (2) of Lemma A.1 that both µapa, bq and φ1paq are approximately linear functions
with slopes pφ12pεq´φ11p´εqq{2ε and pBaµ2pε, bq´Baµ1p´ε, bqq{2ε respectively. By hypothesis, these
slopes are negative if ε is small enough. It follows that the product φ
1paqµapa, bq is approximately
the product of decreasing linear functions, which is approximately a concave up quadratic function.
It follows from concavity that, for ε sufficiently small that
(13) φ
1paqhapa, 0q ă
„ˆ
ε´ a
2ε
˙
pBah1p´ε, 0qφ11p´εqq `
ˆ
ε` a
2ε
˙
pBah2pε, 0qφ21pεqq

Applying the inequality (13) to equation (11) shows that the numerator of rIIg|TZn´2 is bounded
below by the expression in (12), provided ε is chosen adequately small.
As (12) is positive definite, we have shown that rIIg|TZn´2 ą 0. This with the fact that rIIgpτ, τq ą 0
implies that rIIg ą 0 for ε sufficiently small.
Next we claim that rIIpg ą 0 for δ sufficiently small. To begin, consider rIIpg|TZn´2 . From Lemma
2.1 we see that this is a first order quantity, which by (1) and (2) of Lemma A.2 are arbitrarily close
to the values for g, which was shown above to be positive definite. It follows that rIIpg|TZn´2 ą 0 for
δ sufficiently small.
Next, consider rIIpgpτ, τq, which still takes a form similar to (9). Let Qpa, bq, Lpa, bq, pQpa, bq, andpLpa, bq denote the coefficient functions in (9) applied respectively to the metrics g and pg. By (1)
and (2) of Lemma A.2 we have pQpa, bq and pLpa, bq are approximately Qp0, 0q and Lp0, 0q. Note that
(3) implies that pφ2paq is bounded independently of δ. Combining these observations, (9) becomes
(14) rIIpgpτ, τq “ Qp0, 0qpφ2paq ` Lp0, 0q `Opδq
By construction rIIpgpτ, τq ą 0 agrees with rIIgpτ, τq ą 0 at a “ ˘ε ˘ δ, where it is positive
by construction. Therefore the convex combination of rIIgpτ, τq ą 0 at a “ ˘ε ´ δ with itself at
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a “ ˘ε` δ must also be positive.
(15) Qp0, 0q
„
a´ p˘ε` δq
2δ
φ
2p˘ε´ δq ` a´ p˘ε´ δq
2δ
φ
2p˘ε` δq

` Lp0, 0q `Opδq ą 0.
By (3) of Lemma A.2, we have that pφ2paq is approximately the large bracketed term in (15). We
conclude that, if δ is sufficiently small, that (14) is also positive, i.e. rIIpgpτ, τq ą 0.
We have successfully constructed C2 metric pg and C2 boundary function pφ, such that if ε and δ
are both chosen appropriately Ricpg ą 0 and rIIpg ą 0. As Ric and rII are both second order operators,
we can find smooth C2 approximations of pg and pφ that still satisfy the claim. 
A.3. A borderline case. In order to prove Lemma 1.5, we need to consider one further condition:
the intrinsic concavity of the boundary metric constructed on rY “ rY1YZ rY2 by Theorem C. In the
corner charts, the boundary metric becomes
p1` µ2pa, φpaqqφ1paq2qda2 ` gpa, φpaqq “ ds2 ` hpapsq, bpsqq.
Thus we can ask if the sign of B2shpapsq, bpsqq is stable under the smoothing process of Theorem
1.1. We begin by computing B2shpapsq, bpsqq in normal coordinates.
Lemma A.3. Assuming pX, gq is a manifold with corners embedded in a manifold pM, gq with
boundary, then in normal coordinates near the corner the metric g restricted to rY takes the form
ds2 ` hpapsq, bpsqq. Then
(16) B2shpapsq, bpsqq “ pB2ahqpa, bqQ2pµpa, bq, φ1paqq ` LpB2bh, BaBbh, Bah, Bbh, µa, µb, µ, φ2, φ1, φq.
For some smooth functions Q and L.
Proof. We begin by computing B2shpapsq, bpsqq in terms of the metric components µpa, bq, hpa, bq,
and the boundary function φ. Let ψpaq denote the arclength of the path pa, φpaqq with respect to
the metric da2 ` µpa, bqdb2. If s denotes the arclength parameterization, then apsq “ ψ´1psq, and
bpsq “ φ ˝ apsq. It is straightforward to compute
ψ1paq “ 1` µ2pa, φpaqq 9φ2paq
ψ2paq “ 2µpa, φpaqqµapa, φpaqqpφ1paqq2 ` 2µpa, bqµbpa, φaqqpφ1paqq3 ` 2µ2pa, φpaqqφ1paqφ2paq
And so the s-derivatives of a and b are
a1psq “ 1
ψ1papsqq , a
2psq “ ´ψ
2pψ´1psqq
pψ1papsqq3 ,
b1psq “ φ
1papsqq
ψ1papsqq , and b
2psq “ φ
2papsqq
pψ1papsqq2 ´
φ1papsqqψ2papsqq
pψ1psqq3 .
Finally we compute the s-derivatives of the g,
B2shpapsq, bpsqq “ a2psqpBahqpapsq, bpsqq ` b2psqpBbhqpapsq, bpsqq ` pB2ahqpapsq, bpsqqpa1psqq2
` 2pBaBbhqpapsq, bpsqa1psqb1psq ` pB2bhqpapsq, bpsqqpb1psqq2.
Combining these formulas, it is possible to find the explicit formulas for Q and L. 
The key to ensuring the positivity of rII in Theorem C was that the coefficient of φ2paq in the
equation for rIIpτ, τq in Lemma 2.1 is negative. Inspecting the formula for B2shpapsq, bpsqq in Lemma
A.3, we see that the coefficient of φ2paq does not necessarily have a definite sign. Thus we cannot
expect the sign of B2shpapsq, bpsqq to be stable under the smoothing procedure of Theorem 2.3.
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Luckily, the case we must consider in the proof of Theorem B, specifically in Section 3.3, is the
borderline case when φ11p0q “ φ12p0q “ 0. By openness one may alter the boundary functions slightly
so that φ11p0q ´ φ12p0q ą 0 and Lemma 2.3 immediately applies. But because we have control over
the size of φ11p0q ´ φ12p0q, we can mitigate the effect it has on B2shpapsq, bpsqq in Lemma A.3, and
can ensure that the sign is stable under the smoothing process.
Corollary A.4. Given Xni Ď pMni , giq where Xni are manifolds with corners, such that there is
an isometry f : Nn´11 Ñ Nn´12 that restricts to an isometry of f : Yn´1i Ñ Yn´12 . Suppose that
II1`f˚ II2 ą 0, that rIIi ą 0, and that φ1ip0q “ 0, then there exists a Ricci-positive metric g on
Mn “ Mn1 Yf Mn2 such that Xn1 Yf Xn2 is a smooth manifold with boundary rY “ rY1 Yf rY2 such that
I˜I ą 0, for some smooth function φpaq. Moreover φpaq and g agree with φi and gi outside some
neighborhood of Ni.
Suppose moreover that the metrics gi restricted to rYn´1i take the form ds2 ` hipaipsq, bipsqq and
that B2shipaipsq, bipsqq ă 0, then we can conclude the if the metric g restricted to rYn´1 takes the
form ds2 ` hpapsq, bpsqq that B2shpapsq, bpsqq ă 0.
Proof. Let χξpaq be any family of smooth function defined with ξ P r0, 1q such that
(1) χξpaq ” 1 for a ă ´ξ
(2) χξp0q “ 1 and χ1ξp0q ą 0
(3) χξpaq uniformly converges to 1 as ξ Ñ 0.
Note that the functions χξpaqφ1paq and φ2paq satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 2.3 for each ξ ą 0.
By the proof of Lemma 2.3, for each ξ, there is a range of possible ε for which the first order
smoothing has positive Ricci curvature and convex boundary. We will choose a specific function
εpξq for which both these conditions hold. Let χξpaq denote the result of applying Lemma A.1 to
χξpaqφ1paq and φ2paq on r´εpξq, εpξqs.
We claim that εpξq can be chosen as a continuous function that decreases to 0 as ξ decreases to
0, and such that there is a constant C independent of ξ for which
(17) sup
aPr´ε,εs
|χ2ξpaq| “ C.
Recall in the proof of Lemma 2.3, that we needed the fact that χ2ξpaq Ñ 8 as ε Ñ 0 to dominate
the other terms of rIIgpτ, τq in Lemma 2.1. It is for this reason that εpξq is necessarily decreasing
with ξ (because the numerator in (3) is decreasing with ξ). But because χξpaq Ñ 1 uniformly, we
can find bounds independent of ξ for all other terms in the expressions for rIIgpτ, τq. Thus there is
an M ą 0 independent of ξ such that rIIgpτ, τq ą 0 if χ2ξpaq ď ´M .
We claim that it is possible to find a εpξq so that χ2ξpaq ď ´M and so that |χ2ξpaq| ď C. If we can
bound the error term in (3) by a constant D independent of ξ, then we can solve for εpξq so that
χ2ξpaq ď ´M and then |χ2ξpaq| ďM `D. This error term simply comes from the error terms in the
Taylor expansions for the functions χξpaqφ1paq and φ2paq. But because χξpaq Ñ 1 uniformly, we
can be bound these error terms in terms of the error terms for φ1paq and φ2paq, which are clearly
independent of ξ.
Having established the existence of such a C in (17), we claim that B2shpapsq, bpsqq ă 0 with
respect to χξ and g provided ξ is sufficiently small. Applying equation (16) to χξpaq and g, we
note by (1) and (2) of Lemma A.1 that all the inputs of L except possibly for χ2ξpaq are bounded
independently of ε and therefore ξ. But by (17), we have chosen εpξq so that this is also bounded
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independently of ξ. It follows that
B2shpapsq, bpsqq “ pB2ahqpapsq, bpsqqQ2 `Op1q.
Applying (3) of Lemma A.1 to B2ah and using the fact that IIgi “ pBaµiqµidb2`Bahi and II1` II2 ą
0 by hypothesis, we see that B2shpapsq, bpsqq Ñ ´8 as εpξq Ñ 0. In particular, we conclude
B2shpapsq, bpsqq ă 0 for ξ sufficiently small. Fix such a ξ.
Next, we will show that for a sufficiently small δ that the second order approximations pχξpaq
and pg (as in the proof of Lemma 2.3) have positive Ricci curvature, convex boundaries, and
B2sphpapsq, bpsqq ă 0. Applying equation (16) to pχξpaq and pg, we see that all terms in B2shpapsq, bpsqq
are approximately constant except for those terms involving B2aph and pχ2ξpaq. But the expression is
linear in these terms (this can be seen from the proof of Lemma A.3). Arguing similarly as above
for the positivity of rIIpgpτ, τq we conclude for δ small enough that the claim holds.
It is clear from (16) that B2shpapsq, bpsqq is only a second order quantity, so we may choose a
smooth metric and smooth boundary function arbitrarily close to pg and pχξ with respect to the C2
topology, so that it still has positive Ricci curvature, convex boundary, and B2shpapsq, bpsqq ă 0. 
Appendix B. Ricci-Positive Concordance
In this section we prove Theorem D. Our approach is to show that, under the hypotheses of
Theorem D, that it is possible to construct a Ricci-positive concordance, i.e. a Ricci-positive
metric on the cylinder r0, 1sˆSn`m´1 that can be glued using Theorem 1.1 to the convex boundary
of pMn, gq of the hypotheses of Theorem D, so that the new boundary is still convex and is now
isometric to the desired metric. Specifically we claim the following.
Proposition B.1. Given doubly warped product metrics g0, g1 on S
n`m´1, suppose that gλ as in
Theorem D has nonnegative Ricci curvature for all λ P r0, 1s, then for all ε ą 0 sufficiently small
there exists a metric g “ gconc on rt0, t1s ˆ Sn`m´1 so that:
piq g|t“t0 “ g0 and g|t“t1 “ r2g1,
piiq Ricg ą 0,
piiiq | IIt0 | ă ε.
pivq IIt1 ą 0,
Assuming we have constructed such a metric, we may now prove Theorem D
Proof of Theorem D. Let ν “ inftIIpv, vq : v P ST pBMqu, by hypothesis ν ą 0. Pick ε ă ν, and
let gconc be the resulting metric on rt0, t1s ˆ Sn`m´1 of Proposition B.1. Then clearly Theorem 1.1
may be applied to Mn and rt0, t1s ˆ Sn`m´1 at t “ t0, and the remaining boundary at t “ t1 is
convex and isometric to r2g1. Scaling the resulting metric by p1{rq2 gives the desired metric g˜. 
The rest of this section is devoted to constructing gconc of Proposition B.1.
B.1. The Curvatures of the Concordance. The main obstacle to constructing a metric satis-
fying Proposition B.1 is that it be Ricci-positive. In this section, we will compute the curvature of
gconc, where
(18) gconc “ dt2 `R2ptq
`
dx2 ` F 2pt, xqds2n´1 `H2pt, xqds2m´1
˘
,
and Rptq P r1, rs with t P rt0, t1s and x P r0, pis. Henceforth we will denote by T , X, Σi, and Si be
a local orthonormal frame to gconc tangent respectively to Bt, Bx, Sn´1, and Sm´1.
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We start by recording the second fundamental form of the time slices of gconc. The following is
a straightforward computation (see for example [15, Proposition 3.2.1]).
Proposition B.2. Let IIt denote the second fundamental form of ttu ˆ Sn`m´1 with respect to
gconc and the unit normal T , then IIt takes the form
(19)
R1ptq
Rptq pR
2ptqdx2q`
ˆ
R1ptq
Rptq `
Ftpt, xq
F pt, xq
˙
pR2ptqF 2pt, xqqds2m´1`
ˆ
R1ptq
Rptq `
Htpt, xq
Hpt, xq
˙
pR2ptqH2ptqqds2n´1.
Note at each level set t “ c that gconc is isometric to a scaled doubly warped product metric.
The intrinsic curvature of such metrics has a simple formula (see for instance [15, Section 4.2.4]).
This with Gauss-Codazzi-Mainardi equations applied to Proposition B.2 yields the following.
Proposition B.3. Let gconc be as in (18), the nonzero Ricci curvatures are as follows
RicgpX,Xq “ RicgλpX,Xq ´
R2
R
´ pn´ 1q
˜
9R
R
¸˜
9R
R
` Ft
F
¸
´ pm´ 1q
˜
9R
R
¸˜
9R
R
` Ht
H
¸
,
RicgpΣ,Σq “ RicgλpΣ,Σq ´
ˆ
R2
R
` Ftt
F
˙
´ 2R
1Ft
RF
´
˜
9R
R
¸˜
9R
R
` Ft
F
¸
´ pn´ 2q
˜
9R
R
` Ft
F
¸2
´ pm´ 1q
˜
9R
R
` Ft
F
¸˜
9R
R
` Ht
H
¸
,
RicgpS, Sq “ RicgλpΣ,Σq ´
ˆ
R2
R
` Htt
H
˙
´ 2R
1Ht
RH
´
˜
9R
R
¸˜
9R
R
` Ht
H
¸
´ pn´ 1q
˜
9R
R
` Ft
F
¸˜
9R
R
` Ht
H
¸
´ pm´ 2q
˜
9R
R
` Ht
H
¸2
,
RicgpT, T q “ ´pn`m´ 1q
:R
R
´ pn´ 1qFtt
F
´ pm´ 1qHtt
H
´ 2pn´ 1q 9R
R
Ft
F
´ 2pm´ 1q 9R
R
Ht
H
.
B.2. The Form of the Metric. We must be more specific about the warping functions used in
the definition of gconc in (18). After a linear reparameterization we will let gλ be as in Theorem D
but with λ P r1, 2s.13 If fiptq and hiptq are as in Theorem D, and for a function λptq P r1, 2s defined
for t P rt0, t1s we will let
(20) F pt, xq “ p2´ λqf0pxq ` pλ´ 1qf1pxq and Hpt, xq “ p2´ λqh0pxq ` pλ´ 1qh1pxq.
Then for a function Rptq P r1, rs for t P rt0, t1s we will let gconc be as in (18) with respect to the
functions Rptq and λptq and (20).
Notice that for any choice of Rptq and λptq, that gconc as in (18) satisfies (i) of Proposition B.1.
We now define Rptq and λptq in such a way that depends on the interval rt0, t1s, the end value
Rpt1q “ r, and a smooth function Γptq.
Definition B.4. For all 2 ă t0 ă t1, r ą 1, and Γ : p2,8q Ñ R` define Rptq and λptq to satisfy
the differential equation
(21) α
9R
R
“ β 9λ
λ
“ Γ,
13We do this, so that λ may be defined in terms of its logarithmic derivative, which we will see is convenient for
curvature estimates.
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satisfying the initial conditions Rpt0q “ λpt0q “ 1, where α, β ą 0 are the unique numbers deter-
mined by the equations
(22) Rpt1q “ r and λpt1q “ 2
Note that one can find α and β readily in terms of Γ, t0, t1, and r by equations (21) and (22).
If we let
∆pt0, t1q “
ż t1
t0
Γptqdt,
then the explicit formulas for α and β are as follows.
(23) α “ ∆pt0, t1q
ln r
and β “ ∆pt0, t1q
ln 2
.
Before we make a specific choice of function Γptq, let us explain the convenience of assuming the
logarithmic derivative of R and λ are proportional. The following Lemma B.5 allows us to bound
every term involving F and H in Proposition B.3 above in terms of the logarithmic derivative of λ
and constants that depend only on the initial data of Theorem D.
Lemma B.5. If F pt, xq and Hpt, xq are as in (20), then there are constants cf , ch ą 0 that depend
only on the functions fipxq and hipxq of Theorem D such that
´cf ă
ˆ
Ft
F
˙Nˆ
λ1
λ
˙
ă cf , ´cf ă
ˆ
Ftt
F
˙Nˆ
λ2
λ
˙
ă cf ,
´ch ă
ˆ
Ht
H
˙Nˆ
λ1
λ
˙
ă ch, ´ch ă
ˆ
Htt
H
˙Nˆ
λ2
λ
˙
ă ch.
Proof. Taking derivatives of F and H and factoring yields
Ft
F
“ λ
1
λ
ˆ
λpf1 ´ f0q
p2´ λqf0 ` pλ´ 1qf1
˙
and
Ftt
F
“ λ
2
λ
ˆ
λpf1 ´ f0q
p2´ λqf0 ` pλ´ 1qf1
˙
.
Ht
H
“ λ
1
λ
ˆ
λph1 ´ h0q
p2´ λqh0 ` pλ´ 1qh1
˙
and
Htt
F
“ λ
2
λ
ˆ
λph1 ´ h0q
p2´ λqh0 ` pλ´ 1qh1
˙
.
Thus we may take cf and ch as the respective supremums of the absolute value of the large paren-
thetical terms above over all λ P r1, 2s and x P r0, 2pis. These are finite quantities as the denominator
is only 0 if h0 “ h1 “ 0, implying that x “ 0, 2pi where the limit must be finite by the definition of
doubly warped product (see [15, Section 1.4.5]). 
We now make our choice of Γ and t1.
Definition B.6. For all t0 we will let t1 “ t20 and Γptq to be
(24) Γptq “ 1
t ln2 t
.
It is not immediately obvious why this is a good choice of function for the proof of Proposition
B.1. This choice is motivated by the construction of gneckpρq of Proposition 1.2 given in [14]. The
key insight is that defining the warping functions as in B.4, reduces each term in the curvature
equations of Propositions B.2 and B.3 to be proportional to Γ or Γ1. The idea then is to allow
t0 and t1 ´ t0 to go to infinity and to derive a list of asymptotic behaviors that ensure gconc will
satisfy Proposition B.1 for sufficiently large t0 and t1 ´ t0. We will see in Section B.4 below that
Proposition B.7 represents a sufficient list of such behavior. One can readily check the following
from (24) above.
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Proposition B.7. With Γptq defined as in Definition B.6 we have
(1) Γ ą 0 and Γ1 ă 0.
(2) lim
t0Ñ8
Γpt0q
∆pt0, t20q
“ 0.
(3) lim
t0Ñ8
Γ1ptq
Γ2ptq∆pt0, t20q
“ ´8.
B.3. Bounding the Curvatures. In Proposition B.2 we can clearly give bounds of IIt in terms
of Γ using Lemma B.5 above.
Corollary B.8. Let IIt be the second fundamental form of ttu ˆ Sn`m´1 with respect the unit
normal T and the metric gconc as in (18) with warping functions as in (20) and R and λ as in
Definition B.4. Then we have
| IIt | ă Γ
α
pR2dx2q `
ˆ
Γ
α
` Γcf
β
˙
pR2F 2qds2n´1 `
ˆ
Γ
α
` Γch
β
˙
pR2H2qds2m´1.(25)
IIt ą Γ
α
pR2dx2q `
ˆ
Γ
α
´ Γcf
β
˙
pR2F 2qds2n´1 `
ˆ
Γ
α
´ Γch
β
˙
pR2H2qds2m´1.(26)
Similarly, in Proposition B.3 we can give a lower bound on Ricgconc in terms of Γ using Lemma
B.5 above.
Corollary B.9. If metric gconc is as in (18) with warping functions as in (20) and R and λ as in
Definition B.4, then we have the following bounds on Ricci curvature.
RicgpX,Xq ě ´Γ
1
α
´ Γ2
„
1
α
ˆ
pn`m´ 1q 1
α
´ pn´ 1qcf
β
´ pm´ 1qch
β
˙
RicgpΣ,Σq ě ´Γ1
ˆ
1
α
´ cf
β
˙
´ Γ2
„
1
α2
` cf
β2
` 2 cf
αβ
`
ˆ
1
α
` cf
β
˙ˆ
pn`m´ 1q 1
α
` pn´ 2qcf
β
` pm´ 1qch
β
˙
RicgpS, Sq ě ´Γ1
ˆ
1
α
´ ch
β
˙
´ Γ2
„
1
α2
` ch
β2
` 2 ch
αβ
`
ˆ
1
α
` ch
β
˙ˆ
pn`m´ 1q 1
α
` pn´ 1qcf
β
` pm´ 2qch
β
˙
RicgpT, T q ě ´Γ1
„
pn`m´ 1q 1
α
´ pn´ 1qcf
β
´ pm´ 1qch
β

´ 2Γ2
„
pn´ 1q cf
αβ
` pm´ 1q ch
αβ

Proof. Note that Ricgλ ě 0 by hypothesis, thus we may drop these terms from Proposition B.3.
Using (21) we have
(27)
R2
R
“ 1
α2
Γ2 ` 1
α
Γ1 and λ
2
λ
“ 1
β2
Γ2 ` 1
β
Γ1.
Applying Lemma B.5, (21), and (27) to Proposition B.3 yields the desired lower bound. 
B.4. The Limiting Behavior. Let gconc be defined as in (18) with R and λ as in Definition B.4
in terms of Γ and t1 as in (B.6). We are now ready to study the behavior of IIt and Ricgconc as
t0 Ñ8 using Corollaries B.8 and B.9, ultimately proving Proposition B.1 and in turn Theorem D.
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Proof of Proposition B.1. For all t0 ą 1, (i) is satisfied by definition. We claim that there is a choice
of r ą 0 independent of t0 and Γptq so that (ii), (iii), and (iv) are satisfied for all t0 sufficiently
large.
In order to satisfy (iii) of Proposition B.1 we need for all ε ą 0 that | IIt0 | ă ε for all t0 sufficiently
large. From (25), we can arrange for this provided Γ{α and Γ{β vanish as t0 Ñ8. By (23) this is
equivalent to (2) of Proposition B.7.
In order to satisfy (iv) of Proposition B.1 we need IIt20 ą 0. From (26) this amounts to
(28)
1
α
´ cf
β
ą 0 and 1
α
´ ch
β
ą 0.
Unpacking (28) using (23), we see that we need
(29) ln r ´ cf ln 2 ą 0 and ln r ´ ch ln 2 ą 0.
By Lemma B.5, we may fix an r satisfying (29) that only depends on the initial data of Theorem
D.
Note, by (1) of Proposition B.7 that Γ1 is negative. Note also by (29) we have fixed r so that the
coefficients of Γ1 in each of the inequalities in Corollary B.9 is negative. We would therefore like
to say that the terms involving Γ1 dominates the terms involving Γ2 term as t0 Ñ 8. Unpacking
Corollary B.9 in terms of (23) shows that there are constants c1, c2 ą 0 which depend only on the
initial data of Theorem D such that
Ricgconc ą ´c1Γ1ptq∆pt0, t20q ´ c2Γ2ptq∆2pt0, t20q.
Ricgconc ą Γ2ptq∆2pt0, t20q
ˆ ´c1Γ1ptq
Γ2ptq∆pt0, t20q
´ c2
˙
.(30)
But by (3) of Proposition B.7, the large parenthetical term in (30) blows up as t0 Ñ 8. We
conclude that gconc has positive Ricci curvature for t0 sufficiently large. 
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